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Foreword 
In February 2016 a group of 26 members attended an informative session about the building of the  
AWPR in their Stonehaven offices. When we asked whether we would be allowed to cycle on the 
AWPR in the week before its opening, the reply was affirmative. In our innocence we thought we, 
Cycling UK Grampian, aka CTC Grampian, would be happily cycling in a CTC group ride from 
Stonehaven to Black Dog.  
Now we know that numerous groups are interested in using the AWPR for one day (or maybe two), 
by walking, cycling, skateboarding, scootering, skating, driving historic vehicles or any other means 
of progress. We realise that our relatively small group would not be able to organise this happening.  
There are people who say that we should just ignore the whole caboodle. By ignoring the invitation, 
they reason, we show Transport Scotland that this is a silent protest for the lack of a cycleway 
alongside this road.  
Our esteemed Committee will meet in August and will no doubt give us guidance.  
 

Is Blue the new Yellow? 
Why has blue become so popular among cyclists? Is it fashion? Maybe people don’t like to look like 
lorry drivers. Or they think the yellow reflective looks too much as if roads repairers are on the job.  
 

This photo proves you can make a living with a bike!!!  
Mike N’s photo taken in Lisbon.  Why don’t we see these beautiful 

 utility contraptions on our streets?  

Some of my knives and tools could do with sharpening.  
 



Black was fashionable some years ago 
Maybe people liked the look of the “Black Knight” or the “Black Rider” as portrayed in 

Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings.   
However, black clothing prevents other road users seeing you, especially at a time near sunset or 
sunrise. In summer a cyclist dressed in black can hardly be spotted when they enter a shadowy 
stretch of road, especially when the branches cover the width of the road and drivers coming out of 
bright sunshine feel as if they are entering a portal.  
 

Are cyclists champion moaners? 

We can moan about the roads, the potholes, lorry drivers, car drivers, other cyclists, tea, coffee, 
cakes, service of same, the lack of cycleways, people overtaking, people undertaking, dogs off the 
leash, walkers on the line, children on footpaths, bottles in the hedges, cans in the grass, the council, 
the government, the committee, the runs lists, the  Cycle Clips!!!, the leader, the route, too slow, too 
fast…….. 
We even can rightfully moan about the moaning. Moaning is in our DNA. 
Are we really the worst? Or can car drivers beat us when they raise the subject of cyclists?  

Maybe we are the worst moaners because we have a lot to moan about! 
 

Unexpected Praise! And Thanks!  
When we entered a tea room on Great Western Road, the small group of us were congratulated by 
two guests who were just leaving. They praised us for the fact that all of us were wearing yellow  

yellows. And more importantly, they thanked us for that! 

 

A Door’s Width 
We cyclists only want a door’s width to keep us safe when cars are overtaking us. For a lorry I would 
demand more than a door’s width.  
 

China’s bikes  
Below is a bicycle graveyard in China. Lorries arrive on a regular basis to be unloaded by the two 
cranes. Last year China produced 82 million bikes. Worldwide about 150 million bikes were 
produced. Have the manufacturers thought about what happens to them after people throw them 
out for a better model or for an electric bike. (thanks for the photo Ally). 
 



 Climbing a long hill..    I you can still sing, you are in good shape, if you can hold a 

conversation, you are the envy of your companions,  if you can barely answer yes or no, you are 
overdoing it. (This last bit does not apply to FFD riders) 
 
P&J 23 April 2018 

Man ‘nearly killed’ by pavement cyclist in Aberdeen.  

                                                   ‘Ward councillor 'concerned' 
This story competes with the other famous P&J headline about the Titanic disaster:  
“Aberdeen man drowns at sea".  
This is a ‘cyclistphobic’ story, up with which we will not put. 
 

We support NICE  
The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence say that councils should repair potholes and 
should pedestrianise streets to encourage walkers and cyclists.  
"We should hand back some of our roads to pedestrians and cyclists which will help them to become 
more active. Hazards such as tree roots, potholes, broken paving slabs or seasonal and weather-
related obstructions should be cleared away". 
(There are some nasty tree roots on the Deeside Way, aka the Deeside Line). 
 

Safety Railings, aka Sheep Pens for Cyclists 
When the roadside safety railings were removed from some London streets, the accident rate in the area 

went down by 50%.  

We have some good solid sheep pens on the Westhill Cycle Path. These pens have on occasions been hit by 

cars. A large group of cyclists will not fit inside the pens.  

If you are a commuting cyclist, would you use them? You have to wait two times for the lights to change 

for you. This doesn’t exactly encourage commuting cyclists.  
 

Opening “Celebration” of the AWPR  
The world and his wife will be there. The Transport Minister who is proud of this road without cycleways. And of course the 
two Lord Provosts will be there with big cars. And maybe some councillors. And there will be a speech by the proud 
Minister. And photographs will be taken in abundance.  
Here follows a bit of praise for the road builders:  

During one ride around the AWPR bridges one CTC group agreed that the area has acquired some good-looking dry-
stone walls and sturdy fences. And the wild flowers on the verges will be wonderful.  
 

Sent in by Gordon He asks if we can expect this in Aberdeen when Global Warming takes hold.  
 



Hazlehead Park, Groats Road Entrance  

At the above entrance you can still see the Park Rules dating back to the 1940’s. They state:  

It is strictly forbidden to:  

Ride, exercise, train or graze any horse. 

Ride, drive or wheel any vehicle other than a perambulator. (I.e No Cycling)!!! 
 
The rules were updated in the 1980’s. They now state:  

It is strictly forbidden to:  

Ride drive or wheel any motorised vehicle, except those adapted for use by a person with a 

disability.    (I.e Cycling allowed) 
(This shows the progress of civilisation over a period of 40 years) 

 

Road Safety 
“If two passenger planes fell out of the sky every week in Europe, the public and political 
response would be transformational. And improvements in aviation safety in Europe over 

the last fifty years have been just that. We now need a matching system-wide 
approach to road safety.” Extract from a report by the European Transport Safety 

Council. It refers to 25000 people dying on European roads. In Britain the number of fatal 
road casualties is at present about 1800 per year or 30 per week. Two of those 30 are 
cyclists.  
 
The next issue of Cycle Clips will be published in October 2018. Any comments and contributions to 

Gerard by 15 September at 01224 734799 or to gerardvlaar@yahoo.com 
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